
The instrument display (right) provides irradiance 
(W/cm2) and energy density (J/cm2) values as well 
as the irradiance profile.  
 
The UviCure Plus II is a single band radiometer with 
the band specified at the time of order. EIT UVA
(320-390 nm) is the most common band ordered for 
applications using mercury bulbs.  
 
The UV Power Puck II is a four band radiometer 
with EIT UVA, UVB, UVC and UVV. Having the four 
EIT bands in a single instrument allows the user to 
identify bulb (mercury-H, mercury-iron-D, mercury-
gallium-V) types.  
 
The Power Puck II allows you to independently 
monitor the wavelengths associated with surface 
cure (UVC) as well as those responsible for through 
cure (UVA/UVV). Tracking the ratio of UVC:UVA 
can indicate when your reflector is getting dirty. 
Looking at UVA:UVV can indicate when a mercury-
gallium bulb has aged and is spectrally closer to a 
mercury bulb than a mercury-gallium bulb.  
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UviCure Plus II  
A single band radiometer  

UV Power Puck  II   
A four band radiometer  

EIT has designed, manufactured, sold and supported industrial UV measurement solutions worldwide 
since 1986. The UviCure Plus II and UV Power Puck II radiometers utilize our experience and build on pre-
vious versions of our instruments. They are easy to use and help to establish, document, maintain and 
troubleshoot process windows in industrial UV curing applications.  
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Easy to Use: A Single Button allows the user to turn 
the unit on, collect & view the data. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graph: A graph illustrating the peak UV irradiance and 
total energy is displayed for each UV band. The graph 
shows the irradiance as a function of time (W/cm2 on Y-
axis, time on X-axis) with the number of lamps and   
intensity of each shown.   

 
 
 
 

Reference: Allows the user to store a run in the instru-
ment memory to allow for easy comparison to current 
UV conditions. 

 
 

Toggle: (Not Shown) Available on the UviCure Plus II.  
Allows the user to easily switch between Graph and 
Reference display screens with the push of a button. 

 
 
 

All Channel: Available on the Power Puck II. All Chan-
nel displays the Joules/cm2 & Watts/cm2 data on one  
screen for all four bands (UVA, UVB, UVC & UVV). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Setup: Used to select instrument options including the  
Display Mode (Graph, Reference, Toggle, All Channel), 
Effective Sample Rate (Smooth), Units (J/W, mJ/mW or 
μJ/μW) and Display Brightness. 

U C ® P  II  UV P  P ® II  F   
The UviCure Plus II (single band) and Power Puck II (four band) radiometers are easy to use and offer and 
number of user selected options for the display and sampling rate.  
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Optional Profiler Versions 
Profiler versions of the UviCure Plus II/UV Power Puck II operate in the same manner as the Standard 
(display) versions. Profiler versions allow the transfer of the numerical data (irradiance, energy density) val-
ues and the irradiance profile (Watts as a function of time) to EIT’s UV PowerView Software® III Program.  
Profiler units must be configured at the time of the initial order or returned to EIT for a upgrade.   
 
This allows the user to:  

EIT Dynamic (Operating) Ranges  
The dynamic range of the UVICURE Plus II/Power Puck II is selected at the time of order and is based on 
the output of the UV source and instrument distance to the UV source.   

The Standard (H) High (10 Watt) range works well for high power curing applications 
The (M) Mid-range (1 Watt) works well with low power arc lamps and in applications with lamps that are 
non- focused or away from the cure surface 
The low range (100 mW) works well in exposure systems and applications with low power lamps 

Refer to the Product Specifications on page four for more information. 

EIT Broadband Responses    
EIT’s Broadband responses are optimized 
for mercury based sources and have the 
following responses:  

UVA (320-390nm) 
UVB (280-320nm) 
UVC (250-260nm) 
UVV (395-445nm) 

Instrument Sample Rate (Smooth) Functions  
The UviCure Plus II and Power Puck II oversample at an extremely high rate. The user is able to adjust the 
effective sample rate used for data collection. For most applications, we recommend the Smooth Profiler 
setting.    

Smooth On: Effective sample rate of 25 Hz (samples per second), matches obsolete Power Puck units 
Smooth Profiler: Effective sample rate of 128 Hz, suggested rate for most applications. The Smooth 
Profiler setting reports the average (RMS) peak intensity.  
Smooth Off: Effective sample rate of 2048 Hz. Fast enough to detect the AC cycling in a 50/60 Hz pow-
er supply. Reports the instantaneous irradiance value which is higher than the RMS value.     

U C ® P  II  UV P  P ® II  F   
The UviCure Plus II is a single band radiometer with the EIT Band and Dynamic Range specified at the time 
of order. The Power Puck II is a four band radiometer with the Dynamic Range specified at the time of order.  

Analyze system chang-
es over time  
Look at individual lamps 
Compare multi-lamp 
systems  
Trouble shoot lines  
View lamp focus 
Determine lamp type 

Contact EIT to learn 
more about the Profiler 
versions   
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